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SUMMARY 

EPM25690 "Nymbool West", is located near the small township of Mount Garnet in north Queensland. 

MGT Mining Ltd also holds ML4349 “Mt Veteran”, ML20547 “Summer Hills”, ML20655 “Heads or Tails”, 

ML20066 “Valetta”, EPM25433 “Nanyetta”, EPM25347, EPM16948 “Nymbool”, EPM25347 “Nymbool 

Extended” and EPM25716 “Fuzzy Hill” in the Mt Garnet area. 

Potential exists for a number of styles of tin mineralisation within the application area including greisen 

mineralisation within the apical portions of intrusives, lode style tin mineralisation with fractures in the 

granites and skarn/lode mineralisation within favourable lithologies/structures in the Chillagoe 

Formation sediments. There are a number of copper occurrences located within the tenement while 

immediately adjacent to the tenement area, there are numerous tin, copper and tungsten occurrences 

mainly within the granite intrusives. A number of abandoned alluvial/eluvial tin workings lie alongside 

Black Creek. An iron occurrence with an associated airborne magnetic anomaly in the southern part of 

the application areas is suggestive of possible skarn development. The regional airborne magnetic data 

indicate a number of magnetic anomalies that may be related to either magnetic intrusives or possible 

magnetite skarn bodies. Areas of discrete potassium response in the radiometric data may be indicative 

of greisen-style alteration within intrusives and adjacent Chillagoe Formation sediments. 

During the current term minimal desktop studies and literature review were conducted, while MGT 

focused on raising money and negotiating with a potential joint venture partner for the project. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

EPM25690 "Nymbool West", is located near the small township of Mount Garnet in north Queensland. 

MGT Mining Ltd also holds ML4349 “Mt Veteran”, ML20547 “Summer Hills”, ML20655 “Heads or Tails”, 

ML20066 “Valetta”, EPM25433 “Nanyetta”, EPM16948 “Nymbool”, EPM25347 “Nymbool Extended” 

and EPM25716 “Fuzzy Hill” in the Mt Garnet area. 

EPM25690 has potential for a number of styles of tin mineralisation including greisen, lode style within 

fractures in the granites, and skarn/lode mineralisation within the favourable Chillagoe Formation 

sediments. MGT Mining also considers the tenement to be prospective for copper, as well as tungsten. 

2.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS 

EPM25690 is located around 13km north west of the small township of Mount Garnet (Figure 1) 

approximately 110 kilometres southwest of the city of Cairns in north Queensland. The area lies within 

the Bullock Creek (7862) 1:100 000 map sheet and the Atherton (SE5505) 1:250 000 map sheet.  

Access is via sealed road to Mt Garnet.  Approximately 2 kms from Mt Garnet the road is an unsealed 

gazzetted road that is generally in poor condition, especially after the wet season.  Generally access 

should only be attempted with a four wheel drive. 
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Figure 1  EPM25690 Location Map 

The topography of the area is gently undulating, and is generally elevated 680 -720m above sea-level, 

with hills rising to 740-780m. The district is dissected by a medium textured, dendritic drainage pattern 
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which, within the EPM, is dominantly south-east trending. The area is covered by mixed tropical 

savannah vegetation comprising medium density woodlands and various grasses. 

The climate of the area is semi-arid to sub-tropical, with a hot, wet summer and a warm, dry winter. The 

majority of the yearly rainfall (~750 mm) falls during December to March, when the area is influenced by 

the north-west monsoonal trough. The daily temperature ranges from 7-30°C in winter and from 18-

35°C in the summer months.  

3.0 TENURE 

EPM25690, consists of a total of 11 sub-blocks (Table 1 and Figure 2). The tenement is held by MGT 

Mining Limited and was granted on the 30
th

 March 2015 for a period of five years.  

Table 1 EPM25690 “Nymbool West” - Blocks and Sub-blocks 

BIM Block Sub-blocks 

Townsville 1380 k, o, p, t, u, y, z 

Townsville 1452 d, e, j, k 
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Figure 2 EPM25690 Tenure Map 
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4.0 GEOLOGY 

4.1 Regional Geology 

The Herberton-Irvinebank tin field is situated within the Hodgkinson Province of the Tasman Orogenic 

Zone and the area is bounded to the west by Precambrian metamorphic rocks. The Siluro-Devonian 

aged Hodgkinson Formation comprises a thick sequence of clastic marine greywackes, shales, slates and 

sandstones which contain locally minor volcanic and chert interbeds. It is intruded by, and overlain by 

extrusions of acid igneous rocks of Upper Palaeozoic age. In the Mount Garnet district, high-level 

granites of the O’Brien’s Creek Super Suite intrude the Hodgkinson Formation. They were formerly 

known as the Elizabeth Creek Granite: a very large batholith of leucocratic biotite adamellite-granite. 

Greisen and pipe formation is common at the contacts between the Hodgkinson Formation and the 

O’Brien’s Creek member granites. Younger, mainly extrusive, acid volcanics form the Slaughter Yard 

Creek Volcanics, and related porphyry dykes frequently disrupt the Hodgkinson Formation sediments.  

The Hodgkinson Formation sediments are generally metamorphosed to greenschist facies and display 

broad north-south trending upright folding. The folding decreases from intensely folded in the east to 

gently folded in the west. Small scale faulting is common.  

Elevated abundances of tin, iron, copper, arsenic, lead, zinc, bismuth, silver and indium are present 

within the mineralisation of the Herberton-Irvinebank tin field.  

Tin mineralisation is widespread in both the Hodgkinson sediments and in the O’Brien’s Creek Super 

Suite. In the sediments, tin, tungsten and copper can be found in quartz veins and fluorite veins as 

fracture controlled fissure filling, as replacement veins and pipes, and disseminated. The mineralisation 

is usually associated with intense chlorite alteration.  Within the host sediments the tin is generally 

finer-grained cassiterite with minor sulphides. It is found in major lithologically controlled structures 

within the greywacke portions of sediments overlying the granite. Larger deposits can be found at the 

intersections of these structures (although these intersections also host later stage stannite, pyrite and 

arsenopyrite).   Tin mineralisation is also found at the sediment- granite contacts.  

Significant tin mineralisation can be found as skarns in the carbonate sections of the sediments. This 

type of tin mineralisation (banded magnetite-fluorite wriggilite) is typically stannite rich and contains 

other sulphides. Within the granite, coarser tin is generally found.  Greisen zones within the granite, 

located in late-stage intrusives as pipes and cupolas and mantles, also display structural control. In the 

late stage intrusions, albitised granite and greisenised granite have both disseminated and micro veinlet-

hosted cassiterite and fluorite.  Greisen and granite tin can have a high nugget effect and often show a 

patchy character. Within the late stage tin bearing granites, tourmaline, topaz and magnetite form 

intense but local alteration zones, which is evident in adjacent streams and colluvials. 

Deposits rich in tungsten, molybdenum and antimony are also associated with the O’Brien’s Creek Super 

Suite. Zonation occurs from tungsten within the granite batholith, outwards to tin at the margins and 

contact of the granite, and then distally to base-metals within the sediments.  

The most significant base-metal economic deposit in the area is Mount Garnet Underground Mine.  This 

deposit is interpreted to be distal zinc-copper rich skarn-style mineralisation. 
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4.2 Local Geology 

The area is largely underlain by a number of Late Carboniferous intrusions including the Koongangoona 

Granite (biotite granite; commonly altered); the Mt Cardwell Granite (biotite monzogranite), the Opah 

Granite (biotite granite), the Crane Creek Granite (biotite granite) and biotite and hornblende-biotite 

granite/granodiorite of the Ootann Supersuite. In the central-eastern portion of the application area, a 

roof pendant of Siluro-Devonian Chillagoe Formation sediments extends over an approximate 5km x 

1km area trending in a NNW direction. The Chillagoe Formation sediments include sandstones, 

mudstone, limestone and conglomerates. Several roughly ovoid bodies of ferruginous breccia occur on 

the contact between intrusives and Chillagoe Formation lithologies. These breccia units are reported to 

be extensively altered with drusy quartz matrix, chalcedony and quartz veining. Wollastonite skarn has 

been identified within the application area.  

Potential exists for a number of styles of tin mineralisation within the application area including greisen 

mineralisation within the apical portions of intrusives, lode style tin mineralisation with fractures in the 

granites and skarn/lode mineralisation within favourable lithologies/structures in the Chillagoe 

Formation sediments. There are a number of copper occurrences located within the tenement while 

immediately adjacent to the tenement area, there are numerous tin, copper and tungsten occurrences 

mainly within the granite intrusives. A number of abandoned alluvial/eluvial tin workings lie alongside 

Black Creek. An iron occurrence with an associated airborne magnetic anomaly in the southern part of 

the application area is suggestive of possible skarn development. The regional airborne magnetic data 

indicate a number of magnetic anomalies that may be related to either magnetic intrusives or possible 

magnetite skarn bodies. Areas of discrete potassium response in the radiometric data may be indicative 

of greisen-style alteration within intrusives and adjacent Chillagoe Formation sediments. 

The simplified geology of the tenement area is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Geology EPM25690 
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5.0 PREVIOUS EXPLORATION 

Table 2. Previous exploration conducted in the area 

Date Reference Company 

Name 

Commodity Work done Comments 

1957-

1958 

CR145 

CR235 

(EPM 107) 

New 

Consolidated 

Gold Fields 

(Australasia) 

Pty Ltd 

Tin Base Geological maps 

compiled from aerial 

photographs. Preliminary 

reconnaissance and ground 

truthing. Geological 

mapping. 

1972 CR4599 

(EPM 

1020) 

Samedan of 

Australia 

Base metals Stream sediment sampling 

1978-

1979 

CR7070 

CR8981 

(EPM 

1888) 

Houston Oil 

and Minerals 

Australia Inc. 

Base metals? Geological interpretation. 

Geochemical drainage 

sampling 

1984 CR14211 

(EPM 

3727) 

A.O.G. 

Minerals Ltd 

Gold Photo interpretation of 

Geology 

1985 CR15751 

(EPM 

4026) 

CRA 

Exploration Pty 

Ltd 

Diamonds Stream gravel sampling Diamond indicator 

minerals 

1988 CR18410 

CR20304 

CR20665 

CR21088 

(EPM 

4925) 

Western 

Mining 

Corporation 

Ltd 

Au Rock chip sampling, stream 

sediment sampling, 

Identification of 

Photogeological targets 

1993 CR25058 

(EPM 

8916) 

Auralia 

Resources N.L. 

Au? Literature review 

1996-

1997 

CR28253 

(EPM 

8910) 

Strike 

Exploration Pty 

Ltd 

Precious and 

base metals 

Stream sediment sampling, 

Airphoto and TM 

interpretation, geological 

traversing, soil sampling, 

Mapping of Jean prospect 

area 

1994-

2013 

CR31148 

CR74551 

CR49908 

(EPM 

9892) 

Keith Yates and 

Gwalia 

Consolidated 

Ltd 

Wollastonite 

(Gold, Base 

Metals) 

Reconnaissance mapping, 

1:1000 Geological mapping 

and rock chip sampling, RC 

drilling 45 holes (2030m) 

XRD determination of 

Wollastonite content, 

Petrography, Flotation 

testwork, Magnetic 

separation testwork, 

Metallurgy, Diamond Drilling 

7 holes (328.85m), SPOT 

imagery studies 

Wollastonite 

dominant skarn: 

Indicated resource 

560,000 tonnes 

Wollastonite 

2007-

2012 

CR54577 

CR56467 

CR55936 

CR64480 

CR71434 

(EPMs 

8461, 

InterMet 

Resources 

Iron, Gold, 

Base Metals 

Soil sampling, Ground 

magnetics, Gravity Survey, 

RC drilling, Literature review, 

Bulk rock sampling, 

Metallurgical sampling  
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15481) 

1880-1910 

Between 1880 and 1910 there were numerous prospectors in the Herberton-Irvinebank tin fields. This 

saw the opening of some commercial mining ventures and the construction of several batteries. There 

was sufficient activity in the area for there to be a Mt Garnet smelter and assay office in 1901. 

In 1901 the Smiths Creek hard rock mine was discovered and The Adelaide Syndicate floated the Smiths 

Creek Tin Mines No Liability company. The Smiths Creek orebody was a 6m wide pipe that was mined 

underground to a depth of 132m and at a reported head grade of 15% Sn between 1903 and 1910. The 

mine was closed following a cave in and the subsequent deaths of two miners. 

In 1906 the Gilmore Tin Mining Syndicate NL floated and also explored 5 km NW of California Creek. 

There are 27 chloritic tin or tungsten bearing prospects in EPM 16948 that have been squibbed, 

costeaned or shafted, probably during this period.  

1910-1930 

Small scale prospecting continued in the district but the crash of tin prices during the late 1910-1920s 

meant little major work appears to have been done. 

1930-1992 

Alluvial tin dredging dominated exploration and mining activities. 

Tableland Tin 1939-1979 

Tableland Tin was actively exploring and dredging in the Mt Garnet district with a total estimated 

production of 22 000t of tin metal. In 1953 they moved the focus of their dredging from the Mt Veteran 

Mill area to Smiths Creek in EPM16948 where they remained until 1971. 

1972 – 1984 

The current permit area was part of larger tenements held by Samedan of Australia, Houston Oil and 

Minerals (HOAM) and AOG Minerals. These companies focused on mineralisation in the areas of the 

Claret and Gurrumba Ring Complexes of sediments, volcanics and granitoids that lie to the north and 

north-west of the current permit area. They conducted literature reviews, aerial photogeological 

interpretation, prospecting, geological reconnaissance and limited mapping, but no geochemical 

sampling within the current permit area apart from two float samples of weakly gossanous, limonitic, 

crumbly rock and gossanous, silicified rock from the roof pendant sedimentary formation, collected by 

HOAM, one of which yielded anomalous Zn, Pb, Cu, Ag, As and Bi results.  

Western Mining Corporation 1987 

WMC carried out field geological reconnaissance and rock chip sampling of the Permo-Carboniferous 

Koogangoona breccia pipe. It forms a conical hill which is locally prominent. Six rock chip samples of 

ferruginous, brecciated sandstone, weakly gossanous in parts, yielded anomalous results. WMC also 

conducted minus 80 mesh soil sampling at 100 by 25m spacing, which yielded two isolated anomalous 

results of 74 ppb and 65 ppb Au.  
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Detailed minus 80 mesh stream sediment sampling, comprising around 3.4 samples per square 

kilometre, was later carried out by WMC, over the EPM area, as part of their regional sampling program.  

Auralia Resources NL 1993 

During the time Auralia Resources NL held the EPM area no exploration work was conducted. 

Strike Exploration Limited 1996 - 1997 

Strike Exploration explored EPM8998 under a farm in agreement by Strike Exploration Limited and 

owned EPM8994 after purchasing it in its own right from Minexco Ltd (owners of Auralia Resources NL). 

Exploration work conducted included 

• Interpretation of Landsat TM images and 1:25 000.

• Reconnaissance traversing, involving rock chip and stream sediment sampling, was carried out

over areas of previously indicated anomalism.

• More detailed exploration involving geological mapping at the Jean Prospect area

Keith Yates and Gwalia Consolidated Ltd 1994 -2013 

Exploration during this period included bulk rock sampling and geological mapping. 45 reverse 

circulation percussion drilling holes (2,030m) and 7 diamond core holes were drilled for resource 

definition of a wollastonite bearing skarn. The drilling confirmed the presence of two or more 20m wide 

zones of skarn containing around 40 to 50% long fibre wollastonite within the 500m of strike tested. This 

was developed into an indicated resource of 560,000 tonnes of wollastonite. This wollastonite resource 

is now covered by ML20425. 

InterMet Resources Pty Ltd 2008 

During 2008, detailed, ultra-fine fractions soil sampling was carried out on a 50m by 50m grid, over 

semi-coincident magnetic and gravity anomalies in the south. This yielded some highly encouraging 

results of up to 0.86% Cu and a nearby isolated, anomalous high value of 0.39ppm gold. Significant base 

metal anomalism appears to lie adjacent to the northwest and southern margins of the magnetic 

anomaly, rather than on the peak, which is probably related to an iron-rich zone (Freeman, 2009).  

InterMet focused work on the Jessie and Jean Prospects. The Jessie Prospect was mined in the late 19
th

 

Century, with small open cuts, two shafts and an adit providing access to a skarn style deposit rich in 

chalcopyrite and bornite with minor galena, sphalerite and silver ores. Work at the mine was relatively 

short lived, with closure in the early 20
th

 century due to carriage costs and low metal prices. 

The Jean prospect consists of a series of northwest striking base metal anomalies, hosted by altered 

Chillagoe Formation limey sediments. There are numerous iron rich gossans anomalous in gold, copper 

and zinc, hosted by clay altered metasediments, found within this prospect. Towards the north end of 

the prospect lies a quartz porphyry intrusive with disseminated to massive pyrite that is capped by a 

gold rich gossan. 
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A ground magnetics and gravity survey was undertaken along strike from Paddy (ML3945 at the time) 

and onto EPM9892 (held by Keith Yates). The primary target for the survey was iron mineralisation 

within magnetite skarns. Some of the anomalies delineated were subjected to drill testing, but no 

significant intercepts of iron mineralisation were encountered. 

In 2008, InterMet conducted rock chip and soil sampling, initially focusing on the iron skarn workings at 

Paddy and the copper workings at Mount Cardwell. Some of the rock chip results were high in iron, and 

the best copper results were from the Jessie prospect, while zinc and silver were best at Jean and Paddy.  

15RC holes (750m) were drilled in two areas, the Jean Prospect and the Jessie Prospect. The goal of this 

drilling was to test iron skarn mineralisation and magnetic anomalies. The three Jessie Prospect holes 

encountered weak copper mineralisation at surface, but failed to intersect the targeted horizon that had 

been historically mined.  

A further 11 RC holes (975m) were drilled at both prospects in 2009. Results from the Mt Cardwell 

(Jessie) prospect showed the presence of sub-economic copper mineralisation beneath and adjacent to 

the old workings. RC drilling at the Jean Prospect, targeting a gold rich surface gossan, encountered 

disseminated pyrite and weak silver and zinc mineralisation but no significant gold. Base metal 

anomalism that had been historically trenched and drilled was also targeted, and anomalous intervals 

were intersected in one of the two holes drilled to test this, including 65m @ 24.7g/t Ag and 24m @ 

1.7% Zn.  

6.0 WORK COMPLETED DURING THE CURRENT REPORTING PERIOD 

During the current term minimal desktop studies including a literature review of existing data were 

conducted, while MGT focused on raising money and negotiating with a potential joint venture partner 

for the project. 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

MGT has proposed the following work program for the first three years of the term: 

Initial literature review, data compilation and assessment 

A literature review of historical exploration data will be conducted. Historical exploration data will be 

compiled and assessed. Regional geological, geochemical and geophysical data sets will be evaluated to 

prioritise target areas. 

Ground reconnaissance and rock chipping 

Ground reconnaissance to follow up areas of interest identified by the literature review/regional data 

assessment will be undertaken. Rock chip sampling will be conducted in areas of interest. 

Stream Sediment Sampling 

Where required, systematic stream sediment sampling will be conducted to delineate new tin targets. 

Prospect scale geological mapping 

Geological mapping will be conducted over prospects of interest. 
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Soil sampling program and interpretation 

Soil sampling programs will be conducted over areas of interest identified from stream sediment 

sampling, rock chip sampling and mapping. Ground magnetic surveys in areas of possible skarn 

development may be required.  

Reverse circulation drilling program and interpretation 

A shallow reverse circulation (RC) program will be conducted on areas of interest identified by geological 

mapping and geochemical sampling.  
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